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January 10, 2014 

Land Use Planning and Appeal System Consultation 

Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing 

Provincial Planning Policy Branch 

777 Bay Street, 14th Floor, 

Toronto, ON M5G 2E5 

Re: Land Use Planning and Appeal and Development Charges Systems Review: Selected Comments on the 

Questionnaire on the Land Use Planning and Appeal System 

 

Our organization is grateful for the opportunity to give input into this exercise. Below is our response to 

some of the questions posed in the land use planning portion of the 2013-14 Land Use Planning and 

Development Charges public consultation.  

 

Q1. F.U.N. supports better synchronization of zoning bylaws with the results of official plan reviews, so that 

there is not the time lag between the implementation of new OP policies and that of the conforming zoning 

bylaw. We also support the City of Toronto’s position that approval of foundational documents such as the 

PPS be harmonized with these OP changes  even if that means extending the review period from 5 to 7 

years.  The documents themselves should provide interpretative sections to help the lay reader and outline 

clearly how conflicting provisions I various plans are resolved. 

 

Q2. Greater enforcement by the ministry of the 3 year rule whereby OP documents may not be out of date 

by more than 3 years would be appreciated. Ministry officials should be more resolute in obliging 

municipalities to respect the conformity of policies when conflicts with the PPS come to light.  Finally OP 

amendments should between the review periods should not be made by appeal bodies so as to eliminate 

the need for constant updating. 

 

Q3. OP amendments between the review periods should not be made except under exception circumstances 

so as to eliminate the need for constant updating. 

 

Q10. The “desirable” provision of the four part test for Committee of Adjustment decisions should be subject 

must be determined in a more objective way that is clearly in the public interest.  The present 30-day 

deadline to hold a hearing under 45(4) of the Planning Act should be extended to 90 days.   

 

Q12. This question over the desirability of “pre-consultation” is somewhat problematic because the term 

allows for the possibility of closed backroom deals which we would oppose, whereas all other forms of 

consultation among all the relevant stakeholders, especially for re-zonings and minor variances should be 

standard operating procedure in all municipalities. 

 

Q14. This question over how to promote public engagement needs to address the inadequacy of public 

participation in some municipalities in this province.  Rather than specific legislation perhaps a clear baseline 

of public engagement for the municipalities needs to be articulated by the province or be incorporated into 

AMO policies. 

 

Q15. If one assumes that “communities” in this context refers to municipal planning staff then, yes, [they 

should] “be required to explain how citizen input was considered during the review of 

a planning/development proposal.” 

 

Q16. This question of whether land use policies should support economic growth confused many of the 

participants in this exercise, so in this instance F.U.N. merely wishes to state its support Section 1.3.2. of the 

PPS which supports the protection of employment lands from conversion to other uses. 

 

Q17. Appeals to the OMB of provincially-approved official plans, zoning bylaws and related amendments 

should either be dismissed or returned to the municipality with direction on how the policy might be 

amended.  However this latter course of action should only be undertaken when new information comes to 

light which was not considered at the time the original decision was made by the city council. 
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